Cancer as a Metabolic Disorder

Any form of cancer is a serious diagnosis. But how did you arrive at the initial diagnosis? Many of the current allopathic diagnostic tools used today actually add to the problem of years of negative thinking, life style choices and the resulting toxic body burden coupled with severe nutritional deficiencies. For instance, traditional biopsies use metal markers of either stainless steel or titanium to mark the center of the tumor. If one is trying to heal naturally from breast cancer, it is imperative to NOT have a biopsy done as a diagnostic tool if you are not planning on removing the tumor or your breast. The main reason for the metal clip is to be able to locate the center of the tumor for surgical removal. The biopsy itself irritates the tumor causing the malignant cells to spread, and with the metal in the middle of it, these cells multiply and spread even faster. Other diagnostic tools involve the use of radiation such as PET and CT scans which can exacerbate the body’s metabolic disorder further. If you must do such a test, ask for a low radiation form of a CT scan. Apparently they have reduced the amount of radiation they are currently using but, from my experience with my Accoustimeter, hospitals are serious microwave radiation zones that I personally avoid.
Furthermore, according to Andreas Moritz on page 28 of the book cited below, “CT scans alone will cause nearly 30,000 unnecessary cancer cases a year, which will lead to about 14,500 unnecessary deaths, according to another study published in the Archives of Internal Medicine...” and this study was published 10 years ago.

Some symptoms of a malignant tumor are excessive fatigue, pain at the site of the tumor, and fairly rapid growth. Another way to diagnose the likelihood a tumor is malignant is through thermography. This test is non-invasive, inexpensive and radiation-free.

Cancer is one of the largest exponentially growing epidemics today. While there are several contributing factors, the number one ‘trigger’ is the wireless world we are living in. If you don’t take steps to mitigate your exposure to this microwave technology, your already sick body will likely succumb to producing cancerous cells. An analogy would be a lit match (wireless technology) igniting a dead tree (our toxin-burdened body.) There are a lot of scientific studies available at Wi-Cancer.info

To really understand what cancer is, please get the book by Andreas Moritz, Cancer is NOT a Disease – It’s a Healing Mechanism. “Discover Cancer’s Hidden Purpose, Heal Its Root Causes, and Be Healthier Than Ever.”

Quoted from the book:
In this expanded edition of Cancer Is Not a Disease, Andreas Moritz proves the point that cancer is the physical symptom that reflects our body’s final attempt to deal with life-threatening cell congestion and toxins. He claims that removing the underlying conditions that force the body to produce cancerous cells sets the preconditions for complete healing of our body, mind and emotions.

This book confronts you with a radically new understanding of cancer – one that revolutionizes the current cancer model. On average, today’s conventional treatments of killing, cutting out or burning cancerous cells offer most patients a remission rate of a mere 7 percent, and the majority of these survivors are cured for no more than just five years. Prominent cancer researchers have suggested that individuals may, in fact, fare better undergoing no conventional treatment. Any published success figures in cancer survival statistics are offset by equal or better outcomes among those receiving no treatment at all. More people are killed by cancer treatments than are saved by them.

Cancer is Not a Disease shows you why traditional cancer treatments and even cancer diagnoses are often fatal, what actually causes cancer, and how you can remove the obstacles that prevent the body from healing itself. Cancer is not an attempt on your life; on the
contrary, this “terrible disease” is the body’s final, desperate effort to save your life. Unless we change our perception of what cancer really is, it will continue to threaten the life of nearly 1 out of every 2 people. This book opens a door for those who wish to turn feelings of victimhood into empowerment and self mastery, and disease into health.

Due to the many people in my life not paying close attention to their health, dealing with stressful situations, and lacking the knowledge of how important it is to be vigilant about living a cancer-prevention lifestyle, I have lost my last partner to cancer. Quite simply, he was in denial as to how serious his condition was (for 15 years) while I spent a lot of time trying to save him. Upon reflection, deep down inside, he really wanted to leave this world. As a result of this experience, a dear friend introduced a lady to me that was also in need of healing with the difference being that she really wants to heal herself on all levels, is open to learning and is diligent about applying everything I recommend. Praise God for this experience since we are both doing a 21-day raw primarily-green vegetable juice semi-fast and colon cleanse together.

First, I had the lady come over for a Quantum Resonance Magnetic Analyzer (QRMA) reading. I happen to have a first generation of this full body frequency analyzer and have found it effective in
pinpointing specific issues that need to be addressed. For her, she had congestion in her large and small intestines that lead to poor assimilation of nutrients and minerals in particular. She had all the deficiencies associated with a cancer diagnosis such as low oxygen levels, dehydration and had particularly high levels of lead and arsenic in her body. For her, colon cleansing and a parasite cleanse would become an essential part of her recovery program.

So where did the arsenic come from? Think GMOs and Monsanto’s Roundup herbicide, now lacing our country’s food. Some herbicides contain 30-40% glyphosate and another 60-70% of co-formulation chemicals. Researchers in France have demonstrated that pure glyphosate does not kill plants. They have also demonstrated that some of the co-formulation chemicals are over a 1000 times more toxic than glyphosate. Internal documents from Monsanto reveal that glyphosate was chosen as the “poster child” of Roundup to be get safety approval for the mixture of chemicals. Meanwhile things like POE, mercury, and arsenic (500ppb!!!) in the formula are completely ignored as being “inert ingredients.” It appears we are being sold petroleum wastes and heavy metals along with Glyphosate in the Roundup mixture. So what is POE? It stands for Polyol Ester – a lubricant used in refrigeration/air conditioning. Here is the MSDS sheet
on it http://www.nucalgon.com/assets/MSDS/English/4317-66.pdf

So this lady is also taking pure sulfur which will aid in the elimination of the lead, mercury and arsenic in her body plus it stimulates the body’s ability to produce glutathione, an essential ‘master’ antioxidant. Without glutathione, your body stores the heavy metals and chemicals we are being inundated with daily. You can read our latest testimony as to just how powerful our pure sulfur really is in helping people recover from serious ailments. But it only works with drinking a minimum of half your body weight in ounces of water. We are using pure distilled water along with Mother Earth Minerals. Our cells require the basics to heal – hydration, oxygenation and bio-available minerals.

I also consider Essiac Tea foundational for cancer and all other metabolic disorders. Each of the ingredients work together to make for a gentle detoxifying tea. Many of us take it regularly as part of our cancer prevention plan while others take it to make sure they don’t have a recurrence of their former cancerous condition.

Last year we made a video of me demonstrating how to make Essiac Tea one quart at a time. We never used it due to the poor sound quality but I recently revisited it and decided to post it anyway. If you go to our homepage, it is the last entry under the Essiac Tea tab on the top of the page.

We are also both taking Intestinal Clenz and using my colema
board 2 times a week. We are on Day 12 of 21 days and both of us feel fantastic. She is off all former prescription medication, the water retention in her legs has disappeared as a result and she is excited to experience plenty of energy without her morning cup of coffee.

We start out our day with skin brushing our entire body and oil pulling using coconut oil.

My lady friend is also using a ReboundAIR for ten minutes twice a day for exercise since getting our lymphatic system moving is essential for rapid full recovery. At first she couldn’t get on it without a stabilizing bar. We still have the bar on but I am hoping to be able to remove it in another week as she increases her stamina AND regains her equilibrium with daily use.

After our 21-days of focused detoxification, hydration and oxygenation, we will continue to follow a healthy regime with morning green smoothies and continued juicing. The best juicer for this is an Omega 8006. There are several for sale on Ebay. If the time and expense of juicing is a burden for you, consider getting a container of Amazing Trio made by Amazing Grass. A friend of mine lives in New York and does not have the facilities to have a juicer. He recommends this one product along with using hydrogen peroxide for oxygenation and has helped dozens of people recover from a cancer diagnosis as well as numerous other ailments.
In the future, I will discuss the power of chlorophyll from plants and the reason it is so important to get greens, preferably fresh, in your body for maximum rapid healing.

Finally, remember to breathe deeply and slowly, especially when feeling stressed. That extra amount of additional oxygen can have a calming effect on your mind and body. Remember all the blessings in your life and thank God for this opportunity to heal your mind, body and spirit.

Enjoy the rest of the Spring!

In the Spirit of Health,

~Ingri Cassel